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I was diagnosed with spine TB(tuberculosis), there was lesion in my c3 area of
neck, and even after TB treatment for one year , there was no improvement in
my neck pain and MRI showed no improvement. Then doctors recommended
me the operation. And neck is critical region for the surgeries, so there was
some risk. Then came Dr. Sachin Jadhav, he was confident that I will be fine
within a month. And yes, he was so right. After his medication, within a
month, my pain started reducing and MRI also showed significant
improvement in my disease. So all this magic was because of Dr. Sachin
Jadhav, he is magician. 1. He always gives you ample time for your foolish
queries also, and he is very patient and calm. 2. Even his medication is way
cheaper than other homeopathic doctors. 3. He himself follows up with you to
be sure you are on right track. Really, who does that? He is great. I feel he is
the real healer and perfectionist, who cares for you, and not run after money.
It gives him immense pleasure to see his patient has recovered.

Raj

REVIEWS



Hi,I am 31 year old software engineer. Still
in this small age (relatively) I got high
blood pressure. Initially I took allopathy
treatment which gave me temporary relief.
I took medicine like Stamlo, losar etc...
which kept my bp under control but did not
helped to reduce it. And importantly no
one from the allopathic field gave me the
confidence that I can get rid of these
medicines for my entire life. But when I
meet Sachin Jadhav sir and start taking
homeopathic treatment for last 6 months,
my BP is in control and start to reduce as
well. I am still taking the allopathic
medicine in parallel but of small power.
Sachin sir has given me the confidence
that one day you wont need these low
power allopathic medicine as well. He
suggested me to join a gym, which also
helped me a lot. Thank you Sachin Jadhav
sir.

Sangpal

Doctor is amazing, he has answers for my 
every problem. He cured my Tonsils 
problem, kidney stone, foot corn, hair fall 
and specially stomach ulcer problem without 
side effect. I don't know how homeopathy is 
doing this with small sweet tabs but it is 
effecting. So thank you doctor for your 
valuable time and I suggest to all people 
please try homeopathy before going for 
allopathy.

Krishna patil

meet various homeopathic doctors 
until now but doctor sachin jadhav is 
best amongst them all he is not just 
doctor but is good mentor also his 
special concern is rare now a days,will
surely suggest if you want cure he is 
reliable person on whom you believe 
100%

Arjun



I recently visited Dr Jadhav few days back , 
He is really a appreciable person, a very good 
listener and is very keen about his patients 
health . His diagnosis and medicines are 
perfect . I took 2 days of medicines and I am 
almost 80% better. I highly recommend him 
for any of your health issues.....

Ashwini Khatri

This is a best clinic i have seen before I have 
taken treatment for my daughter for her ear 
problem (hearing,excess wax) impaired 
hearing and so that she was poor in her 
studies .....i got excellent result in her 
hearing and improved lot in her 
studies........now she is very confident 
student preparing foe her 
engineering..thanks to Dr.Sachin Jadhav
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Swapnil

My father was admitted for post covid
pneumonia and was not responding to 
allopathic medicine. We started Dr Jadhav
sir's treatment and results are amazing. He 
came out of ICU within 2 days, great 
results and great service by Dr Jadhav.

Madhavi

Dr.Jadhav Sir thank you very much, I 
was troubled by the sweat coming on 
the soles and palms. You helped me a 
lot by solving this problem.

Ghanshyam Tadewar



Excellent, So Talented Dr.Sachin Jadhav sirs treatment is super by using history of patient and 
give the particular treatment and me feeling so very well. Nothing to say about them, 
talanted..Thanks a lot

Siddharth Kamble

Wonderful experience, I got complete cure in my psoriasis which was so severe, every 
dermatology treatment failed before I got result in only six months. My son also got same 
complaints, he also got result disease progresses. Thanks to homeopathy and Dr Sachin Jadhav sir

Ranjit Chavan

Very good experience with Dr Sachin Jadhav sir. Me and my son getting treatment of Homeo, 
both are relief from acute illness. Thank you.

Dayanand Patil



From last 4 months i am having positional Vertigo problem, after taking Homeopathy 
Medicines now i am feeling much better, Thanks to Dr Sachin Jadhav.

Vedika

Wonderful result in my hair loss and obesity treatment in short time i recommend it`s 
place where result is sure ,thanks doctor.

Anuradha B.



THANK YOU


